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To become a Marine Corps helicopter pilot, you must be an officer in assignment. Although you can get a flight machine when applying for a commission, this does not guarantee that you will become a helicopter pilot. You must meet a number of criteria to qualify for the flight program and pass various
training programs. According to the U.S. Marine Corps, flight training is the longest and most comprehensive training in the Corps. Future pilots must be U.S. citizens. Officers are usually between 18 and 28 years old; Enlisted Marines who take officer training can be as old as 30. Like all other Marines,
you have to pass fitness tests. If you get into flight school, you also take a physical exam on your flight and have to meet the vision requirements. All naval officers must have a bachelor's degree. As an officer, you may not need to take the Armed Forces' vocational aptitude battery tests if your SAT or
ACT scores are high enough. You must pass the flight selection test battery before you can start flight training. During the application process, potential officers should talk to an officer. He can help you with the commissioning process and apply for a guaranteed aerospace vending machine. In addition to
submitting core input requirements, you must write an application essay and provide written references. Your submission then precedes a board of directors, who select the best candidates for commissioning, reports USMC. You can earn a commission in the corps through various methods. College
freshmen, sophomores and juniors can join the Troop Leaders Class. College seniors and graduates enter officer candidates school. Some students qualify for subsidized scholarships in the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps program. You can also earn a commission from the U.S. Naval Academy.
Enlisted Marines who want to become officers may be eligible for the enlisted Commissioning Program if they have a degree, according to the USMC. Then they go to Officer Candidates School. All training at this stage is aimed at the leadership potential, and candidates earn their commissions if they
pass all the training. Once you have earned your commission and start active service, you will go to The Basic School in Quantico, Virginia. This program lasts six months and trains officers in how to be infantry platoon commanders. It mixes classroom learning and field training so that officers develop
leadership skills, tactical awareness, order execution and general knowledge to command their units. When you're done, you're ready for special training. The military professional special for helicopter pilots in the corps is flight training. This has three parts: preflight, primary flight and advanced training.
Preflight training lasts for six weeks, covering the basics. In primary flight training, officers are assigned an aircraft type, including helicopters. Then you get advanced training at a Naval Air Station. You want to mix flight simulator with time in the cockpit, and when the training is complete, you will be able
to qualify as a helicopter pilot, reports USMC. New naval officers have the rank of second lieutenant, designated as an O-1. In 2013, this ranking earns $2,876.40 per month. This is supplemented by additional benefits, such as housing, clothing and living expenses. Demand for helicopter pilots in the
USMC varies. The National Defense Authorization Act dictates the number of personnel on active duty each year, and this fluctuates depending on the nation's military needs. About the author Carol Finch has written technology, careers, business and financial articles since 2000, and has used her
experience in sales, marketing and technology consulting. She has a bachelor's degree in modern languages, a Chartered Institute of Marketing.certificate and unofficial tech and gaming geek status with her longtime friends and family. The United States Marine Corps prepares its new leaders through its
Officer Candidates School. This training program provides academic teaching in military science, promotes leadership skills and instills superior physical performance. Completion of OCS is a prerequisite for obtaining a commission as a naval officer. The USMC itself recommends that aspiring officers
spend at least a year in physical training before seeking to enter the OCS. Prepare to pass the USMC combat training test, or CFT, which is designed to assess the candidate's functional shape under standard combat load. The test, like PFT, consists of 300 points with different standards for men and
women. The Motion Towards Contact obstacle course consists of an 800-yard run, the Ammunition Lift involves pushing a 30-pound ammunition there over your head, and maneuver under fire is a 300-yard shuttle run. To pass, men must complete MTC in 4 minutes, 13 seconds or less. A perfect score is
2 minutes and 45 seconds. For al, they have to do 33 lifts in two minutes. A perfect score is 91 lifts. They must complete MUF in 3 minutes and 58 seconds or less. A perfect score is 2 minutes and 14 seconds. To pass, women must complete MTC in 5 minutes, 27 seconds or less. A perfect score is 3
minutes and 23 seconds. For al they have to do 17 lifts in 2 minutes to pass. A perfect score is 61 lifts. They must complete MUF in 5 minutes and 59 seconds or less. A perfect score is 3 minutes and 1 second. To pass the CFT, a candidate must earn a total minimum of 190 or higher. CFT results fall
into one of three levels used as part of a Marine's overall record of influencing promotions and bonuses. About author Jason Gillikin is a copy editor and author specializing in healthcare, finance and consumer technology. His various degrees in liberal art have helped him create stories within corporate
white papers, short stories and even encyclopedias. The U.S. Marine Corps uses multiple leadership styles for officers to communicate orders to subordinates. These styles between two extremes where the commanding officer is the only voice in the leadership structure of a command model in which
subordinates are able to communicate with superiors in shaping command decisions and military strategies. Autocratic leadership gives absolute authority to the commanding officer to make decisions and assign personnel. The Marine Corps officer or soldier in command of a given unit is responsible for
all aspects of mission parameters and the performance of his subordinates. These subordinates have no power to give opinions on given assignments and are not allowed to freelance outside orders. Democratic leadership gives each member of the unit or leadership structure an equal say in making
suggested command decisions. This is the other end of the spectrum from an autocratic Marine Corps leadership style. Subordinates are free to make decisions within assignment parameters. The final decision with respect to mission parameters is still made by the commanding officer, however, and
subordinates cannot change mission parameters just to fit a course of action. Telling is a variant of the autocratic Marine Corps leadership style. Leadership engages in one-way communication with subordinates to communicate mission details and specific tasks. This leadership style is common in
combat situations where orders must be communicated quickly and clearly and are not open to discussion. According to the Military Training.net the Marine Corps website, leaders take this style in emergency situations. Experienced Marines may find this style demoralizing because leaders do not use
them as a human resource in decision-making. This leadership style is a variant of democratic leadership and is characterized by minimal oversight of the commanding officer who provides mission parameters. Each Marine is given the necessary authority to complete his given task so that the head of the
unit does not have to actively monitor each mission detail. An example of this style is a shooter sergeant being asked to oversee firing exercises so that the commanding officer can attend to other matters. Two-way communication between subordinates and the command structure is a hallmark of this
leadership style. The command structure involves experience and opinions from their lower-ranking Marines, and uses this information to shape decisions and strategies. Battalion commanders often use this leadership style to gather figures and estimates of personnel to make effective combat decisions
and move troops for optimum efficiency. Ad A. A marinade may be the chef's best friend! Besides tender less tender cuts of meat, they are also a great way to add flavor to meat, poultry, fish and even vegetables. Marinades are a mixture of an acidic ingredient (tenderizer), such as wine, vinegar or lemon
juice; oil; herbs and spices. Beef, pork, lamb and chicken can marinate for a few more hours overnight. Fish and should only be marinated for short periods of time, since they do not need tenders. Now that you know the basics of marinades, it's time to try some recipes. For delicious recipe
recommendations, visit: visit:
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